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1. Introduction

The recent literature on civil wars has seen a surge of theories, applications and data collection efforts pertaining to the role of geography. While initially focusing on country level characteristics (Fearon and Laitin, 2003), the use of geo-referenced data (GIS) has allowed researchers to test a host of new hypotheses on sub-national conflict processes (for a recent review, see Cederman and Gleditsch, 2009). Conflict location and scope (Buhaug and Gates, 2002), access to lootable resources, such as oil or gemstones (Lujala et al., 2007; Gilmore et al., 2005), population concentration (Buhaug and Rød, 2006; Hegre and Raleigh, 2008), or individual conflict events (Raleigh et al., 2010) are some of the spatial data recently collected and analyzed by conflict researchers. Beyond doubt, research employing these data has significantly furthered our understanding about the causes of, and dynamics within, civil wars.

If analyzed at a disaggregated level, units of analysis for these data are typically grid-cells or spatial points (see e.g. Buhaug and Rød, 2006). From a theoretical viewpoint, however, such units of analysis raise questions about sampling and level of causation, and thereby ultimately also about agency. Put simply, grid-cells do not fight. For example, it remains unclear whether conflict zones are in themselves the object of struggle, or whether they merely represent the battlefield. Likewise, the finding that the presence of petroleum, drugs or gemstones associates with conflict cannot speak to the direction of the causal arrow: do resources merely make conflict feasible by providing the financial means, or are they an end in themselves? More generally, while analyses of spatial data have provided insights to the question of where conflict occurs, such analyses have tended to place less emphasis on the question of who fights. Seen in this light, there is another spatial dimension that has largely been overlooked. It concerns the location of actors involved in conflict, not of the conflict events themselves. In this article, we show that the spatial location of collective actors is an important element for a proper understanding of conflict dynamics.

Compared to cell-based, spatial approaches to civil wars, group level approaches have the advantage of bringing the analysis closer to the actors in civil wars. So far, most empirical advances in this direction have focused on ethnic categories and groups. To be sure, such communities do not represent political actors in themselves (cf. Brubaker, 2004), nor do entire ethnic communities go to war, but specific organizations, sometimes fighting on opposite sides of an ethnic divide (Kalyvas, 2008). Unfortunately, a global dataset comprising all politically relevant organizations remains unavailable (see the dataset of rebel organizations by Cunningham et al., 2009). Data based on ethnic groups as units of analysis thus represent the closest approximation to collective agency in large-N studies of conflict onset.

Existing research has shown that the location and degree of geographic dispersion matters for ethnic conflict (Toft, 2003). While the widely used Minorities at Risk (MAR) dataset (Gurr, 1993) includes estimations of the degree of territorial concentration for each group, only one dataset has so far offered fully geo-coded information to test these argument systematically and on a global scale. Weidmann
et al.’s (2010) Geographic Representation of Ethnic Groups dataset (GREG) digitally represents settlement patterns of ethnic groups worldwide. In a nutshell, GREG is the GIS version of the Atlas Narodov Mira (ANM; Bruk and Apenchenko, 1964), a series of maps collected by Soviet ethnographers charting ethnic groups across space.

ANM (and therefore also GREG) has its limitations, however. Above all, GREG focuses exclusively on the list of ethnic groups given by the ANM authors. Recently, however, it has been recognized that the linguistic differences on which the ANM focuses exclusively do not necessarily correspond to those ethnic cleavages that are politically relevant (Posner, 2004; Cederman and Girardin, 2007; Chandra and Wilkinson, 2008). Moreover, being a one-time snapshot from 1964, the ANM is outdated for many parts of the world because it ignores changes in settlement patterns, for example through migration.

To overcome these limitations, we build on the Ethnic Power Relations dataset (EPR), which identifies all politically relevant ethnic groups and their access to central state power. EPR is a dynamic dataset that codes when ethnic power configurations change over time. Recent studies based on these data have found a strong association between the political exclusion of ethnic groups and their propensity for conflict (Wimmer et al., 2009; Cederman et al., 2010).

So far, the EPR dataset has ignored spatial aspects altogether, although we know from past research that they affect the ethno-political conflict dynamics (Toft, 2003; Weidmann, 2009). Filling this important gap, we introduce GeoEPR, a new dataset that directly builds on the EPR and GREG datasets. GeoEPR combines the strength of geo-referenced data with that of a dynamic group list directly related to ethno-political power structures. Specifically, taking EPR as our basis, we provide ethnic group polygons in GIS shapefile format. Thus, thanks to its immediate linkage to the EPR dataset, GeoEPR includes information on the political status of ethnic groups across the globe.

The article proceeds as follows: we begin with a discussion of the GREG dataset. We then briefly introduce EPR before describing GeoEPR in detail, including a number of examples. Using GeoEPR data, we show its potential in advancing spatially explicit civil-war research, before concluding with a discussion about limitations and avenues for further research.

2. State of the Art: GREG

As stated above, GREG is the GIS version of the Atlas Narodov Mira, a series of maps collected by Soviet ethnographers charting ethnic groups across space (Weidmann et al., 2010). The GREG project is a natural point of departure when creating a dataset on ethnic group settlements because of its global, comprehensive and detailed coverage (see Weidmann et al., 2010 for a comprehensive review). Moreover, the ANM also provides estimates of demographic group sizes, making it suitable for many types of analyses. It is the standard information source underlying the widely used ethno-linguistic fractionalization index (ELF) (Taylor and Hudson, 1972) and can also be used to study explicitly geographic aspects of conflict processes.
However, as noted by Weidmann et al. (2010), the ANM (and therefore by implication also GREG) suffers from a series of limitations. First, given that the ANM is a one-time snapshot, GREG is time invariant. As a standalone dataset, GREG therefore does not capture changes in the political and socio-demographic landscape. As states emerge and dissolve, political borders change, oftentimes cutting through ethnic group regions. Moreover, the salience of ethnic identities may also change over time (Laitin and Posner, 2001).

Second, due to its publication date in 1964, the settlement patterns displayed in the ANM are outdated for many parts of the world. Indeed, both large-scale internal and external migration, for example in Western Europe, and ethnic cleansing, such as Rwanda or former Yugoslavia, have changed the socio-geographic map in many places.

Third, having been charted by Soviet ethnographers during the Cold War, the atlas exhibits different levels of accuracy and/or resolution depending on the world region in question. Not surprisingly, the resolution displayed in the ANM varies across regions; it is much more detailed across the Eastern Europe and the member states of the Soviet Union than it is, for example, in Africa.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the underlying definition of ethnicity is problematic in its own right. Specifically, the ANM uses a linguistic definition of ethnic group, the main criterion for distinguishing between two groups being historic origin of language (Fearon, 2003). This has problematic implications in many countries. For example, Hutus and Tutsis in Rwanda appear as one and the same group, owing to a lack of linguistic differentiation; the same holds true for Sunni and Shi’a Arabs in Iraq.

In sum, while GREG makes a pioneering contribution to spatial analysis of ethnic groups, there is plenty of room for improvement. Our aim is therefore to address these problems by relying on a newer and more dynamic data source to identify settlement patterns of politically relevant ethnic groups.

3. Building on a New Dataset on Ethnic Groups: EPR

The Ethnic Power Relations (EPR) dataset identifies all politically relevant ethnic groups around the world and measures how far access to state power differs among them in all years from 1946 to 2005 (Min et al., 2010). Based on an online expert survey, the sample includes all politically relevant ethnic groups in all 156 sovereign states with a population of at least one million and a surface area of at least 50,000 square kilometers as of 2005. By offering a more complete list of 733 politically relevant ethnic groups, this dataset improves significantly on previous efforts to code ethnic groups’ access to power, such as the Minorities at Risk dataset (Gurr, 1993), which restricts the sample to 282 mobilized minorities and thus largely overlooks the ethnopolitical constellation of power at the center, and Cederman and Girardin (2007), who rely on preliminary, static measures of the political status of ethnic groups and limit their sample to Eurasia and North Africa.

2 The data can be downloaded from Dataverse, http://dvn.iq.harvard.edu/dvn/dv/epr.
The EPR dataset defines ethnicity as any subjectively experienced sense of commonality based on the belief in common ancestry and shared culture (Weber, 1978: 385–398). An ethnic group is politically relevant if at least one significant political actor claims to represent its interest in the national political arena, or if its members are systematically discriminated against in the domain of public politics. A “significant” political actor refers to a political organization (not necessarily a party) that is active in the national political arena. Discrimination is defined as political exclusion directly targeted at an ethnic community—thus disregarding indirect discrimination based, for example, on educational disadvantage or discrimination in the labour or credit markets.

Because the politically relevant groups and access to political power may change over time, the EPR dataset provides separate codings for sub-periods from 1946 to 2005 that we refer to as EPR periods. For example, because of the many power shifts in the history of Iraq, EPR features as many as six EPR periods in this case. For each such time period, the access to power enjoyed by representatives of an ethnic group is reported. Focusing on executive power only, that is, representation in the presidency, the cabinet and senior posts in the administration, including the army, the coding rules categorize all politically relevant ethnic groups according to whether their representatives enjoyed access to the executive branch (“included”) or not (“excluded”), as well as more fine-grained sub-categories. EPR also codes a different period if the list of relevant groups has changed. Furthermore, EPR allows for nested systems of ethnic categorization: an ethnic category that is relevant during one period may later on fission into several sub-categories that become politically more relevant than the superseding category. Conveniently, such nested structures are captured through a numeric identifier system that links lower-level categories to the common higher-level group. If political relevance shifts from one level of differentiation to another over time, this will again be captured by introducing different periods. Finally, EPR reports demographic population shares for each group (Min et al., 2010).

Whereas GREG includes small language groups, many have little, if any relevance in national politics. As a result, EPR’s focus on politically relevant groups leads to a lower number of groups. This is depicted graphically for a snapshot of the 1989 international system in Figure 1. However, owing to its focus on linguistic differences, GREG not does not capture ethnic cleavages along other relevant dimensions, such as religion, and thus leads to a lower number of groups in some cases. This occurs mainly in North Africa and the Middle East, where Arab speakers of different Islamic denominations are not distinguished.

4. Putting EPR on a Spatial Footing: GeoEPR

Having outlined the details of our underlying list of ethnic groups, we now turn to the coding of GeoEPR. Most generally, data-collection involved two steps. In a first step, experts were given EPR’s list of ethnic groups for their country of expertise and asked to provide for each group (i) a coding of their respective settlement type, (ii) a distinction of geo-periods (see below), and (iii) suitable maps displaying the regional bases and settlement patterns. In a second step, these maps and relevant instructions on their use were passed on to GIS experts who digitized the map.
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material provided by the country expert to create a GIS dataset containing the group-referenced polygons of ethnic group settlements. Like EPR itself, GeoEPR is therefore based on an expert survey. Specifically, more than 20 country experts were recruited from both sides of the Atlantic, mainly through personal contacts within the fields of political science, sociology, and anthropology. The codings were subjected to cross-validation by other experts. We discussed each case with the experts directly, reconciled any discrepancies between country specialists, or consulted additional experts when necessary.

Settlement Types
Country experts first coded whether each group in EPR’s list has a regional base of settlement. We distinguish between the following (mutually exclusive) types: (1) regionally based, (2) urban, (3) regional and urban, (4) migrant, (5) dispersed or (6) aggregate. Note that we do not code “homelands” defining the territorial origin of a group (Toft, 2003), but actual spatial distribution of group members. The definitions for these patterns are as follows.

regionally based: group members reside in a particular region/in particular regions that are easily distinguishable on a map. In line with MAR, we define regional base as a spatially contiguous region larger than an urban area that is part of the country, in which 25% or more of group members live. Note that overlays between different groups, i.e. co-habitation in the same region, is explicitly possible.

Figure 1. Plot of (logged) Number of EPR Groups per Country vs. the Number of GREG Groups (1989 International System)
urban: group members are located primarily and on a permanent basis in urban areas and not in a particular region/in particular regions. A group is coded as urban when 60%+ of the group is located in cities.

regional and urban: group members live both in a city/in cities and in a particular region/in particular regions.

migrant: groups members change location often, as with nomadic or Roma groups.

dispersed: group members do not inhabit any particular city/cities or region/regions and are not migrant.

aggregate: a particular group which during a geo-period (see below) is aggregated from several smaller ones (provided that their ethnic geography remains constant). In other words, thanks to the nested group structure in EPR (see above), this category significantly reduces the GIS coding efforts, since the ethnic geography of aggregate groups can be computed on the basis of their component groups.

In GeoEPR we provide information about regional bases for groups of categories (1), (3), and (6) only, that is those which are “regionally based” or “regional and urban” or “aggregate”. For dispersed groups (5), the regional base corresponds to the country borders, whereas migrant groups (4) by definition do not have a permanent regional base. For simplicity, we leave the geo-coding of primarily urban groups to future research.

**Geo-Periods**

In contrast to GREG, GeoEPR codes major changes in geographic representation over time. While we do not claim to capture small scale migration trends and other minor transformations of the ethnic map, we attempted to cover at least the most significant changes. Simultaneously to specifying a group’s settlement pattern, country experts therefore determined for each group whether there were significant changes in the ethnic geography over time. Where there were important changes in settlement patterns (due to ethnic cleansing, large-scale migration or varying state borders), geographic periods have to be identified. We were agnostic with regard to the causes of such changes. Geo-periods thus define periods during which the group’s spatial location can be treated as constant. A new geographic period must be introduced in each of the following cases: (i) the type of settlement pattern changes, (ii) group members no longer reside in the same region, (iii) modified state borders cut through an ethnic group region, or (iv) the list of relevant groups changes, especially in cases where different levels of categorical differentiations become politically relevant. Note that geo-periods in GeoEPR are distinct from political periods in EPR. While the latter can refer to changes in access to state power by politically relevant ethnic groups, the former merely assess changes in the ethno-political geography. GeoEPR periods are thus coded independently from the ethno-political dynamic captured in EPR.

Taken together, settlement type and geo-period then provide the basis for coding the regional bases of ethnic groups. Accordingly, country experts were asked to provide suitable map material that represents the spatial location of each EPR group. This also included detailed instructions for the GIS expert. Obviously, multiple maps for multiple geographic periods were required where applicable.
Experts were given access to a host of libraries and (online) collections of maps, and asked to provide the most adequate map material, including maps from country reports or regional studies. In a large number of cases, GREG was the appropriate source, either because EPR groups corresponded to GREG groups, or because various GREG groups could be treated as components of an overarching EPR group. In many other cases, it was necessary to consult external sources, such as Gordon (2005) and Levinson (1998).

Once expert coding was completed for a given country, the information consisting of maps and instructions was passed on to GIS experts who subsequently digitized the maps using a standard GIS format. Technically this meant tracing polygons on the map, and assigning polygons representing geographic settlements to the identity codes used for EPR groups. Using a unified online platform with a central database in the background greatly facilitated joining all individual country and group data into the final dataset.

The EPR groups identified for geo-referencing (N = 644) were coded in 755 geographic group-periods in GeoEPR. Table 1 lists the numbers of group-periods by type. Clearly, the majority of group-periods (629 out of 755) are coded as “regionally based” or “regional and urban”, and thus has the settlement area represented as one or more polygons in GeoEPR, whereas the “urban” category contains 50 groups that were not geo-coded.

Table 2 shows the dynamic coding of GeoEPR, since one group can be divided into different geographic coding periods. Counting the number of periods per group, we see that the majority of groups are represented by one period, suggesting that major changes in the ethnic geography captured by GeoEPR are relatively rare.3

Table 1. Number of Groups by Settlement Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regionally based</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Regional and Urban</th>
<th>Migrant</th>
<th>Dispersed</th>
<th>Aggregate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>382</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Dynamic Coding of GeoEPR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coded as</th>
<th>Single Period</th>
<th>Two Periods</th>
<th>Three Periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of groups</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the unit is country-group-period, the table does not capture changes in settlement area in cases where they coincide with the emergence of new countries (see the below example of Bosniaks in Yugoslavia and later Bosnia and Herzegovina), and is thus an imperfect measure for the dynamics represented in GeoEPR. For some newly emerging states, the settlement areas of groups were redrawn in addition to adapting them to the new country borders. For these cases, GeoEPR codes dynamics in the settlement pattern of a group, which is not reflected in the number of group periods. However, border changes can also lead to new geo-periods without settlement pattern changes, for example if the new border cuts through an existing group territory.

3 Since the unit is country-group-period, the table does not capture changes in settlement area in cases where they coincide with the emergence of new countries (see the below example of Bosniaks in Yugoslavia and later Bosnia and Herzegovina), and is thus an imperfect measure for the dynamics represented in GeoEPR. For some newly emerging states, the settlement areas of groups were redrawn in addition to adapting them to the new country borders. For these cases, GeoEPR codes dynamics in the settlement pattern of a group, which is not reflected in the number of group periods. However, border changes can also lead to new geo-periods without settlement pattern changes, for example if the new border cuts through an existing group territory.
Two examples (Iraq and Yugoslavia) help illustrate the GeoEPR coding and how it differs from GREG (see Figure 2). Based on its linguistic definition of ethnicity, GREG lists a variety of groups for Iraq. Some of these groups have little, if any, political relevance and are therefore excluded from EPR and, therefore, also from GeoEPR. The map in Figure 2 (right-hand panel) shows that according to EPR, there are only three politically relevant ethnic groups in Iraq: Sunni and Shi’a Arabs, and the Kurds. The distinction between Shi’a and Sunni is not included in GREG, because it is not based on language.

Our second example illustrates the temporal coding in GeoEPR. The maps in Figure 3 display the settlement regions of the Bosniak/Muslim group in Yugoslavia and later in Bosnia-Herzegovina, which suffered from large-scale ethnic cleansing during the civil war. There are three geographic periods for this group: 1946–1991, 1992–1995 and 1996–2005, reflecting the “shrinkage” in settlement area as a result of the violent conflict.4

---

4 Note that this group is listed with two periods in Table 2 during its existence within Yugoslavia, and with a single period as part of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
5. Application

In this section, we demonstrate some potential uses of GeoEPR. While different levels of analysis are possible, including country-level studies (cf. Wimmer et al., 2009), we present a spatial extension of Cederman et al. (2010), who study the outbreak of armed conflict as the result of competing ethno-nationalist claims to state power. The key finding is that ethnic groups excluded from state power are significantly more likely to engage in violent struggle with the government, especially if they experienced a loss of power in the recent past. Thus, certain ethnopolitical power constellations are found to be closely associated with conflict.

Since Boulding’s (1962) seminal contribution, however, it has been understood that spatial factors matter for conflict processes. Aspects of geography – distance in particular – affect how power is projected across space. This argument has resonated in the quantitative literature on civil wars, and a host of explanations for this “loss of strength gradient” has emerged. For example, Fearon and Laitin (2003) and others have argued that state capacity, that is, the ability of the state to effectively control territory, is particularly low in the periphery, making rebellion feasible. Building on Wimmer’s (2002) theory of ethnic exclusion, Buhaug et al. (2008) suggest that not only material capabilities, but also soft power varies with distance since the state’s cultural penetration generally declines in remote areas (see also Cederman et al., 2009). Peripheral groups are therefore less likely to be involved in the process of nation building and therefore most likely to disidentify with the state. Thus, we state our first hypothesis:

\[ H1a: \text{The probability of conflict increases with distance between an ethnic region and the capital.} \]

Buhaug (2006) argues that fighting objectives in civil wars are partly a function of the insurgent’s relative capabilities vis-à-vis government forces: since capturing an entire state is more demanding than fighting for local autonomy, peripheral groups are more likely to engage in limited aims and fight on their core territory rather than on the government’s “home turf”, the capital. Again, however, the argument also extends to motivational factors: peripheral groups excluded from the imagined community of the nation are likely to desire autonomous political control over their region, for example through secession. Thus, we refine our initial hypothesis:

\[ H1b: \text{The probability of territorial conflict increases the further away an ethnic group’s settlement region is from the capital.} \]

Whereas these considerations focus on distance from the capital, other research has brought forward arguments about the role of border proximity. For example, Salehyan (2007) argues that insurgents are likely to find sanctuary in bordering states. Operating from abroad (i.e. outside their home jurisdiction) may allow insurgents to engage in activities that would not be tolerated by the government of their home country. Fighting operations, however, are conditioned by the ability to project force across distance: “the ability to launch and sustain combat operations will critically depend on nearness” (Salehyan, 2009: 37). Extending this argument to ethnic conflicts, Salehyan (2009: 64–65) argues that if the insurgents are operating in the name of, and recruit fighters from, a specific ethnic group, the location of an ethnic region with regard to country borders determines access to sanctuary, as well as other external...
resources. However, based on aggregate country-level data, Salehyan is unable to test this particular argument statistically (see also Buhaug and Rød, 2006).

Sanctuaries are not the only reason why distance to border matters. For example, Saideman (1997) and others have argued that transnational ethnic ties influence domestic preferences, in particular with respect to secessionist conflict. In this context, we add that a group’s relative location is likely to influence the (perceived) feasibility of secession in the first place. After all, if surrounded by the former rump state without shared borders to other states (or sea access), maintaining a new state will be difficult. In sum, these arguments lead to our second hypothesis:

*H2: The probability of territorial conflict is higher the closer an ethnic region is located to the nearest border.*

**Data, Measurement and Method**

We test these hypotheses by relying on both EPR and GeoEPR. Thus, the unit of analysis is the group-year, and the dependent variable is group-level conflict onset as coded in Cederman et al. (2010). We restrict our sample to groups that are identifiable in space, including dispersed groups (but excluding nomadic and urban groups). While the hypotheses as such are not new, to date they have not been tested against a spatially explicit dataset that covers all politically relevant groups and avoids the type of sample selection problems discussed above. Thus GeoEPR and EPR together represent ideal data sources to test hypotheses about the relationship between ethnic geography and conflict on a global scale.

We extend the model of Cederman et al. (2010) by adding variables that measure the ethnic groups’ distance to the capital and to the nearest international border. We calculate these variables by overlaying GeoEPR with geo-coded data layers drawn from PRIO-GRID (Tollefsen, 2009). This GIS dataset partitions the globe into a global grid of cells. Among others, PRIO-GRID contains information for each grid cell on distance to capital and border, making it ideal for our purposes. We then use GIS software to identify which cells are contained inside the GeoEPR polygons that represent the settlement territories of the various ethnic groups. This in turn allows us to calculate (logged) minimum distance to capital and border at the level of ethnic groups, rather than at the level of grid-cells that are not meaningfully related to relevant actors. We refer the reader to Cederman et al. (2010) for a detailed description of the control variables. Finally, because our dependent variables are categorical, we employ logit and multinomial logit estimators.

---

5 In other words, we excluded 62 out of 733 groups. Imputing country means for these groups did not alter our results.

6 We add one unit (km) to each observation to accommodate the log transformation for units with zero distance to capital or border.

7 Since the multinomial logit relies on the assumption of IIA (independence of irrelevant alternatives), we also validated our results using the computationally more intense multinomial probit estimator which does not assume IIA (Alvarez and Nagler, 1998).
Results

Our results are contained in Table 3. Model 1 is a probit model with the dependent variable conflict onset. While also replicating the main findings of Cederman et al. (2010), the model yields strong support for the additional hypotheses introduced in this article. As expected by H1a, the probability of conflict increases the further away a group’s settlement region is from the capital, and the closer it is located to borders (H2). Based on the multinomial logit estimator, Model 2 distinguishes between two main conflict types, that is, whether the fighting is over control of limited territory (territorial conflicts) or over control of the state (governmental conflicts). As hypothesized (H1b), distance to the capital and proximity to borders have statistically significant effects only for the territorial conflicts, but not for governmental conflicts. Indeed, a comparison of coefficients across models suggests that the results in Model 1 are likely to be driven by territorial conflicts exclusively. Thus, we conclude that aspects of space matter primarily for territorial conflicts, and less so (if at all) for governmental conflicts.

Table 3. (Multinomial) Logit Estimates of Group-Level Conflict Onset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All onsets</td>
<td>Territorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to capital (logged)</td>
<td>0.175***</td>
<td>0.297***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
<td>(0.089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to border (logged)</td>
<td>−0.141*</td>
<td>−0.262*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluded</td>
<td>1.266***</td>
<td>1.162***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.279)</td>
<td>(0.426)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downgraded</td>
<td>1.764***</td>
<td>1.222*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.375)</td>
<td>(0.540)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (logged)</td>
<td>0.259**</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.083)</td>
<td>(0.102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous conflict</td>
<td>0.773***</td>
<td>0.626*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.177)</td>
<td>(0.253)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP p.c. (lagged, logged)</td>
<td>−0.356**</td>
<td>−0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.133)</td>
<td>(0.224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (lagged, logged)</td>
<td>−0.101</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.115)</td>
<td>(0.147)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaceyears</td>
<td>−0.100</td>
<td>−0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>(0.086)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−0.000</td>
<td>−0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>20018</td>
<td>20018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
<td>−682.5</td>
<td>−732.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors (clustered by country) in parentheses. Splines for peacyears omitted. ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.
Our results provide systematic support for the proposition that relative location of ethnic groups plays an important role in the study of civil war and especially for territorial conflicts. This, in turn, lends support to the theoretical distinction between conflicts fought over control over territory and those fought over control of the state (see Buhaug, 2006; Wimmer et al., 2009).

6. Discussion and Conclusion
This article introduced GeoEPR, a GIS-based dataset charting politically relevant ethnic groups across space and time. GeoEPR improves significantly upon GREG, the only comparable dataset. However, it also leaves room for future improvements to address two primary limitations. First, GeoEPR does not provide geo-coding for groups classified as ‘urban’. This pertains only to a small number of groups often of immigrant origin, such as Afro-Caribbeans in the United Kingdom, or Koreans in Japan. Second, although GeoEPR is dynamic, it merely captures major changes in ethnic geography, but leaves out short-term changes, such as those induced by refugee flows. Indeed, geo-periods by definition can only approximate the underlying dynamics. Future data collection efforts will have to improve upon the level of detail provided in GeoEPR (for studies relying on high resolution data, see e.g. Lyall, 2009; Kalyvas and Kocher, 2009).

Leaving aside these limitations, GeoEPR clearly provides a valuable resource for researchers studying questions related to ethnic geography. By focusing on politically relevant groups as actors, the data allow researchers to test new hypotheses at a level of measurement closer to the location of causation than before. We believe that GeoEPR’s full potential can best be tapped when used in conjunction with other spatial data. Thus, by studying particular aspects of the space within which collective actors operate, researchers will be able to move closer to the actual mechanisms at work in conflict processes. Indeed, GIS data from other sources can easily be overlaid with GeoEPR, as illustrated for the case of physical distance by Buhaug et al. (2008), as well as Cederman et al. (2009). Such a “cookie-cutter” approach allows for a host of future applications. For example, by measuring the topography, climate or natural resources located within the settlement area of politically relevant groups, it will be possible to make new measurements of economic context and resources available to ethnic organizations. This in turn will allow researchers to test hypotheses regarding the role of terrain in providing rebel hideouts, local variation in the effects of climate change that may affect conflict propensity, or horizontal economic inequalities between ethnic groups that produce political grievances and encourage armed rebellion.
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